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Look For These
Traits When Hiring

T

team because they enjoy gaining new knowledge, are motivated
to seek out even the difficult answers, work hard to find better
solutions, and are eager to share their findings, all of which elevate and enhance a team.

here is a lot of talk about “soft skills” these days, but what
other traits make a good candidate? What should you be
looking for in your IT job applicants besides technical expertise? There are a number of traits that help make someone
a good fit for the role besides their job-specific skills. Here are
some of the traits you should look for when interviewing candidates and how you can evaluate for them.

Are they humble?

This is a trait that can be difficult to discern in an interview, so it’s
important to ask the right questions. While you should expect job
applicants to talk up their skills and accomplishments, a humble
candidate will be able to admit that they are not perfect either.
With the ever-popular, “Tell me about a time when you made a big
mistake at work,” interview prompt, you can glean more informa-

Are they curious?

Does the IT candidate you are interviewing ask insightful questions? Are they enthusiastic about exploring the job and excited
to learn more about your company? What else do they want to
know? An IT candidate who is asking good questions and probing
for deeper answers is a positive sign because curious people are
interested in learning. This type of person is a great asset to your

....continued on the next page
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tion about how your candidate handles themselves when things are not going
perfectly. What sort of mistake did they make? How did they handle it? Can they
explain what they learned from the incident? A good candidate will be able to
reflect on a time like that with grace and understanding, but still be able to take
away something positive about the experience.

Are they adaptable?

The IT field demands a degree of adaptability to succeed. How can you tell if
your candidate has the learning agility needed for the job? This may be harder to
evaluate, but you can get a feel for your IT candidate’s attitude toward situations
that demand these abilities by asking questions about how they would handle
scenarios someone might encounter in the job. Examining the responsibilities of
a candidate’s past positions may give you clues as well, and the person’s references may also tell you a bit more about this too.

Are they people-oriented or project-oriented?

In the IT industry, there are different roles where these two types of people will
be best suited, so it’s important to keep in mind what is going to make the best
fit. If you are filling an IT management role, then a people-oriented candidate
may be a better fit as they will be overseeing a team of people. If the role is
one that requires deep concentration on solitary tasks for projects, then a project-oriented person is likely the best match. Both types of people are necessary
for a team to succeed, so your goal is to find the best configuration of these two
types to have a smoothly working machine.

Searching for IT candidates for a project or for the long term?

Contact TekPartners to get started today. We can help you find the people you
need!
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/ Download Salary Guide

2019 IT Salary Guide
Get the latest hiring trends,
industry hot topics, job
search strategies and more
by downloading our complete
2019 guide.

Introverts Can
Be Great Leaders

D

o you consider yourself an introvert? If you are on the quieter side, you may have been led to think that you wouldn’t
be a good leader, but this couldn’t be further from the truth. Introverts have many qualities that make them a great fit
for the right leadership positions in a wide variety of fields, including IT. If you have the following qualities and the drive
to work toward it, then you may want to consider an IT career path that takes you into management.

You Know How to Listen

Are you a good listener? Introverts are known for being quiet and reserved. They take time to consider what they have heard
before responding. This is a valuable asset because introverts have really thought things through before bringing their ideas
to the table. This is an important leadership quality because a leader should not be rash, but rather weigh all options and
outcomes before moving forward.
....continued on the next page
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In addition to this thoughtful nature, introverts tend to be particularly suited to
understanding how to draw out quieter
team members by encouraging them to
participate in discussion and help refine
their ideas. This could also be achieved
through one-to-one interaction, which is
another strong point for introverts since
they frequently do well in smaller groups.
The ability to listen is crucial in both scenarios, because an active listener is able
to let the audience know that they are
being heard and understood.

make plans on their own. This inclination
toward strategic thinking is an asset on
a team, particularly in a leader who can
remain true to project goals and company
visions.

of a group may take the initial lead. This
can actually be a great quality in a leader
because your ability to observe interactions gives you a unique perspective from
which to work on the problem at hand.

The ability to step back and reflect on a
situation is a great leadership skill when
it comes to handling employees as well.
Sometimes it’s important to be able to recognize the right time to step away from a
situation, cool off, or come at the problem
from a different perspective after thinking
on it for a time.

Introverted leaders may give a group time
to brainstorm before reining everyone
back in and helping them focus on the
best ideas. This gentle guidance can be
exactly what a team needs because it allows for creativity and all team members
can feel encouraged to participate.

You Take Time to Reflect

You Are Observant

Introverts are not afraid of silence or solitude, and frequently enjoy taking time to
come up with new ideas, think deeply, and

It is well known that introverted people
have a tendency to quietly observe situations while the more charismatic members

Are you an introvert looking to take the
next step in your career?

Our recruiters are ready to guide you to
the job you want. Get started today!

We have the Solutions You need
Taking your data warehouse to the cloud?

Our advisory services can guide you. When
our clients needed tailored solutions
to their data warehousing problems,
TekPartners was ready to step in and help.
Whether it’s migrating an existing on
premise data warehouse or creating a
solution to meet specialized privacy needs,
TekPartners can help your business find
the right solution for your unique needs.
---------------------------

TekPartners Solutions
Download

How are you measuring your sales?

Do you have a central place to track
your organization’s success? Our client,
a Fortune 1000 information technology
leader, needed a robust sales management
platform that would enable executives,
managers and sales associates to access
information relating to different stages of
the sales funnel.
The project required data from multiple
warehouses to be merged with the
Salesforce CRM and integrated into an
intuitive, visually impactful mobile-friendly
dashboard with several customizations to
help better understand the business.
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IT Project Solutions:
Engineering a Milti-User
Level Sales Dashboard

Download

Calendar contest

Don’t forget to enter the 2020 Calendar Contest:
Nature Among Us
We invite all of our valued consultants to show off those photography skills for a
chance to be featured on the cover of our 2020 calendar or one of the monthly
spreads. There’s more - the 12 winners will receive gift card prizes too!

Calendar Theme: Nature Among Us

Ready for your chance to be featured in our upcoming 2020 calendar? Capture a
beautiful or interesting photo of the nature around you to participate. It could be
a bird in your backyard, the first flowers of spring, a breathtaking sunset, vistas in
a national park, curious wildlife you encounter in the outdoors, and so much more.
Get creative and show us your best nature photos for a chance at great prizes!
Submission Deadline: July 31st, 2019
Submission Address: https://form.jotform.com/P2Pnation/2020
Grand Prize: Cover feature and a $400 gift card
Runner-Up (11): Monthly feature and a $100 gift card
Good luck! We look forward to seeing all of your submissions.

TekPartners Incentive Program (TIP)
The TekPartners Incentive Program (TIP) is a referral
program designed to maximize our ability to serve
the U.S. IT labor market. Your referrals of either IT
professionals or IT job openings allow TekPartners
to gain even greater access to the critical resources
companies are seeking today and the dream careers
professionals are searching for.

Get Rewarded

When your referral gets placed or your job opening
is filled, it’s time to collect your reward for awesome
service.
Payout Tip Tier

Salary Thresholds

$250

Bronze

$1 - $50,000

$400

Silver

$50,001 - $85,000

$600

Gold

$85,001 or more

$1000

Platinum 3 referrals, any salary
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The Details

Who May I Refer? Any IT professionals and/or open
IT jobs in the U.S.
Who Can Submit for a TIP? Anyone is eligible to
refer IT candidates and/or open IT positions.
How Do I Submit for a TIP? It’s easy! Simply complete the form on the website.
If you’re a current TekPartners Consultant, you may
also email your recruiter directly.
What if I have a question? Contact us at
HQ@tekpartners.com and one of our Recruiters will
be in touch within 24 hours.
Disclaimers:
You will receive payout upon the completion of the referral’s 90th day of employment.
All awards are subject to the usual tax withholdings applied to your paycheck.

Tekpartners
in the community

Kickoff

This year’s Kickoff theme was “Breaking
Barriers” and our leadership team broke
through a wall to start things off with a
bang! This event is a fun time with the
whole company where we celebrate last
year’s wins, set goals for the new year, and
have a special awards ceremony to honor
our best and brightest.

#MSDstrong

With our company headquarters located
less than a mile from Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School, our team wanted to
show our support for the community by
wearing maroon and holding a moment
of silence. We are #ParklandStrong and
#MSDstrong!
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Associate Recruiter Graduation

Congratulations to our Associate Recruiter class! We are so excited to have Jenna
Rose, Dennys Hernandez, Anthony Hernan Jr., and David Weiss join our team as
full Recruiters! If you want to be a part of
this team’s success, you can check out
our current internal opportunities on our
website and apply today.

Hot jobs
Job Alerts

Sign up for our Job Alerts and get new
IT job openings delivered straight to
your inbox or smartphone.

Sr. C# Engineer / Developer
(Cloud)

Infrastructure Solutions
Engineer

Software Developer

Location: Charlotte, NC

Term: Contract

Term: Contract

Term: Contract

Duration: 6+ month contract

Compensation: $55-65/HRs

Infrastructure Project Engineer

Compensation: $40.00 - $50.00 per hour
W/2 (based on experience)

API Node.js Developer

Term: Contract

Hadoop Developer

Term: Contract

Database Architect

Term: Contract

Location: Juno Beach, FL

Duration: 12 months

Development Manager

Term: Contract

Location: Fort Lauderdale, FL

Duration: 12 months

Compensation: $80.00 - $110.00 per hour
W/2

Duration: 4 months (Contract to hire)

Compensation: $70.00 - $80.00 per hour

Location: Milwaukee, WI
Duration: 6 Months +

Location: Boca Raton, FL

Compensation: $115,000 + 8% Bonus

Location: Charlotte, NC

Location: Orlando, FL

Location: Orlando, FL

Sr. IT PM - Data Integration

C++ Developer

Location: Orlando, FL

Location: Boca Raton, FL (or Milwaukee)

Term: Contract

Location: Fort Lauderdale, FL

Term: Contract

Duration: 6 months

Duration: 4 months (Contract to hire)

Duration: 6 months+

Compensation: $100,000 Conversion
Salary

Compensation: $65.00 - $75.00 per hour

.Net Developer

Data Developer

Location: Orlando, FL

Sr. Programmer Analyst,
Angular Developer

Term: Contract

Location: Charlotte, NC

Term: Contract

See all job postings

Term: Contract

Duration: 12 months

Infrastructure Client Service
Manager

Duration: 12-18 months

Location: Orlando, FL

Compensation: $50.00 - $65.00 per
hour
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